These terms and conditions apply to Swissquote Bank Ltd’s Forex Trading Competition (the
“Competition”). By participating in the Competition, you agree to be bound by the following terms
and conditions:























The Competition starts on 27th October 2019 at 23:00 CET and ends on 8h November 2019 at
23:00 CET.
Once you register for the Competition, a dedicated demo account must be created on the
Metatrader 4 platform, to be used for trading in the context of the Competition. The demo account
will be set in USD currency only and will dispose of 100,000 USD of virtual money.
The same trading conditions will apply to every participant. You must register your desired
unique nickname within the Competition signup form. You understand and agree that the
nickname registered will be your alias in the Competition rankings and therefore, visible to all
participants.
The 3 Participants having the highest equity at the end of the Competition (taking into account
the balance as well as all open positions) will receive a prize.
The first prize is a USD 5000 cash bonus and a personalized printed Manchester United shirt.
The second prize is a USD 3000 cash bonus and a personalized printed Manchester United
shirt.
The third prize is a USD 1000 cash bonus and a personalized printed Manchester United shirt.
To receive the cash prize, the Competition winner must successfully open a live Forex account
with Swissquote Bank Ltd. The cash prize will be credited to this Forex account within 20
calendar days of the account-opening.
The Competition is opened exclusively to persons who haven't previously held a Forex account
with Swissquote Bank Ltd.
Asset managers, Introducing brokers, clients of asset managers as well as companies are not
eligible to participate in this Competition.
The Competition is limited to one demo account per person.
The Competition is not intended for distribution within the USA.
The Competition is not intended for US-Persons nor for persons not having the right to access
the Competition due to laws of their country of domicile or seat.
The cash prizes cannot be withdrawn for a period of 6 months.
No correspondence will be entered into regarding the Competition. No legal redress is available.
Swissquote Bank Ltd reserves the right to alter, extend, cut short or cancel the Competition at
its sole discretion at any time, without prior warning and with no liability on its part.
If these terms and conditions are translated in a language other than English for your added
convenience, then the English version of these terms and conditions shall prevail where there is
an inconsistency.
The Competition is governed by Swiss Law and shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of
Gland, Switzerland.

